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Abstract
Objectives: Citizen complaints are considered by policing researchers as an
indicator of police misconduct, and a proxy of police-community relations.
Nevertheless, US and EU-based studies tend to focus on sustained complaints as reported by ofﬁcial agencies and ofﬁcer-based correlates. Using
the case of Carabineros, the Chilean militarized police force, this study
examines (a) latent topics contained in a large set of complaints against
the police on a digital platform, and (b) the change of those topics across
time and (c) by complainants’ educational level. Methods: We use novel
computational natural language processing techniques to identify latent
themes across the corpus of complaints (N = 1,623), hosted on an online
forum from 2013 to 2020. Results: Our ﬁndings show eight latent themes
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across the corpus. Among others, these themes were related to police
effectiveness, police misbehavior, and a master frame of institutional crisis
that has signiﬁcantly grown over the last year. Additionally, differences in
the prevalence of topics by complainants’ educational level were also
found. Conclusions: Thus, the ﬁndings contribute to the enterprise of opening the black box of complaints against the police and highlighting opportunities for social accountability in a developing country.
Keywords
Complaints, accountability, police, topic modeling, Chile

Introduction
In recent decades, the study of citizen complaints against the police has substantially contributed to understanding police misconduct and the relationship between them and communities. The focus has been on the process
of ﬁling a complaint and in complaints as outcomes (Ariel, Farrar, and
Sutherland 2015; Cao and Huang 2000; Hedberg, Katz, and Choate 2017;
Pryor et al. 2019; Schuck and Rabe-Hemp 2016; Smith and Holmes
2003). In the complaints as outcomes approach, the literature leverages complaints in two ways: ﬁrst as a proxy of police-community relations, and
second, as a quantiﬁable indicator to measure the performance and impact
of different reforms. Although it provides relevant insights on the diagnosis
of citizens’ satisfaction with the police force, the sole count of complaints
does not inform concrete courses of action to improve relationships
between police and citizens or the heterogeneities contained in those
complaints.
Policing researchers, particularly in developing countries, do not usually
have access to complaints’ content (Dammert 2019; Frühling 2009a).
Therefore, the understanding of complaints heterogeneity has been
limited. However, digital media offers a ﬁrsthand opportunity to directly
study citizen complaints and the relational meanings embedded in them.
We build on previous studies suggesting the heterogeneity of complaints
against the police (McLean 2019; Terrill and Ingram 2016; Torrible 2018)
to examine (a) latent topics contained in a large set of complaints against
the Chilean police on a digital platform, and (b) the change of those
topics across time and (c) by complainants’ educational level. The latter is
particularly relevant considering the emphasis on the effect of ofﬁcer
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characteristics and a glaring gap on understanding the relationship between
complaints and citizen-based features (Terrill and Ingram 2016).
The identiﬁcation of the nature and content of complaints offers substantial avenues for accountability. Traditional analyses of police governance
consider accountability as the overseeing of agencies or agents of the state
by other state agencies (O’Donnell 1998). However, in contrast to this horizontal accountability, modern approaches also incorporate forms of social
accountability that rely upon civic engagement and are intended to complement and enhance conventional accountability mechanisms (Bonner 2009;
Malena, Forster, and Singh 2004; O’Donnell 1998). Civil society organizations or ordinary citizens play a direct or indirect role in improving public
institutions’ accountability in social accountability. Following Peruzzotti
and Smulovits (2006), public citizen complaints against the police provide
another mechanism of social accountability by (1) shaming public ofﬁcials,
and potentially (2) activating horizontal accountability. Moreover, among
social accountability mechanisms, the literature on governance makes a
further distinction between vertical and diagonal accountability
(Lührmann, Marquardt, and Mechkova 2020). While the former is mediated
by elections and includes political parties, the latter incorporates non-state
actors, media, and civil society. Such mechanisms generate and amplify
the information about the government, holding it accountable. Therefore,
opening the “black box” of citizen complaints from a public complaints platform could act as a form of diagonal accountability.
Utilizing the case of the Carabineros, the Chilean national militarized
police force, we supplement the efforts of policing researchers and police
agencies in applying computational methods to identify complaints patterns
(United Nations 2011). There are two main reasons why the Chilean case in
particular has the potential to improve understanding of citizen complaints
about their experience with the police. First, several corruption scandals
involving high-ranking ofﬁcers and serious human rights violations (e.g.,
United Nations, 2019) after the wave of protests in 2019 have negatively
affected Carabineros’ public image to such an extent that some experts
have called for a major restructuring of the Chilean police force
(Comisión Independiente de Reforma Policial 2020). This social outburst,
and the underlying malaise, are not unique to the Chilean context and its
law enforcement. In the last decade, similar scenarios can be depicted
across the globe in diverse places such as Colombia, Ukraine, Hong
Kong, or countries involved in the Arab Spring. Hence, the understanding
of police complaints in a context of social instability can illuminate the
relationship between the police and communities in other countries.
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Second, Chile combines cultural homogeneity and high socioeconomic
inequality (Torche 2007). There are no salient symbolic boundaries in
terms of language, religion, race, ethnicity, or region. Nevertheless, Chile
is one of the most unequal countries in Latin America, and it has increased
further over the last years (Rosa, Flores, and Morgan 2020). Therefore, the
effect of complainants’ socioeconomic status (SES) on the content of complaints is brought into sharper relief.
We use novel computational natural language processing techniques
(DiMaggio, Nag, and Blei 2013) to identify latent themes in a large corpus
of complaints. Previous analyses of police accountability crises (McLaughlin
and Johansen, 2002) suggest that public conﬁdence can only be restored by
an independent and veriﬁable police complaints system. To this date, Chile
has neither a formal nor an independent police complaint system. This situation
contrasts with other countries (e.g., the United Kingdom and Scandinavian
countries) where independent institutions are responsible for overseeing the
system and handling complaints made against police forces (Holmberg
2019). Therefore, there is a knowledge gap around the content of citizen complaints. In line with the latter, in this study, we provide an analysis of complaints
from an independent and open online forum in Chile (www.reclamos.cl) from
2013 to 2020. On the platform, individuals can publicly complain against any
public or private organization from all walks of life, including Carabineros.
The analysis of the corpus of information compiled from reclamos.cl leads to
a threefold contribution. First, as mentioned, many studies have focused on
complaints as a signal of police misconduct. Nevertheless, this perspective
does not truly provide a detailed account of what citizens complain about. As
Boehme and colleagues (2022) point out, most of the literature on communitypolice relations uses abstract indicators of negative police-community relations,
which subsume constructs such as over- and under-policing, among other distinctions. This study examines the latent themes in a publicly available corpus
of complainants, identifying nuances and distinctions in the content of citizen
complaints. Understanding the nature of complaints is especially relevant if
we consider that the literature on Latin American police misconduct has been
limited mainly because the local police forces provide no access to the necessary information (Frühling 2009a), including the content of complaints.
Therefore, this study uses a bottom-up approach, enabling us to overcome
the lack of accountability that characterizes Latin American police forces.
Second, the increasing use of internet platforms offers new channels for
monitoring police complaints and exerting diagonal accountability.
Although they are not legally sanctioned, digital platforms reduce the
costs of ﬁling a complaint (Ba 2020) and provide public pressure on
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institutions to act (Deseriis 2020). Since it is online, generating public
awareness of the events motivating the complaint is one of the salient incentives to complain through this channel. Complaints from individuals who decide
to ﬁll out a form at the police headquarters, make a case in court, or use public
media may differ in content because of their access, scope, and costs. This analysis uses a unique corpus of online complaints against the police that has not previously been examined by policing researchers. Moreover, in contrast to the
media, citizen complaints platforms are less limited by political and economic
interest (Bonner, 2009). In recent analyses of the Chilean case, policing researchers have shown that the media can be strategically used to justify high levels of
police violence and oppose criticism of human rights abuses (Bonner and
Dammert 2021). This situation is even more critical in countries with a high
level of media ownership concentration, as is the case in Chile (Mellado et al.
2012). Thus, digital complaint platforms offer an alternative, independent, external, and civilian mechanism of diagonal accountability.
Finally, the few studies that utilize qualitative methods to reveal the
meanings of complaints or complaining processes made by different
actors usually rely on small cross-sectional samples of interviews
(Galovic et al. 2016; Porter, Prenzler, and Fleming 2012; Reynolds,
Fitzgerald, and Hicks 2018). In our analysis, we directly examine a large
set of complaints from 2013 to 2020. Apart from reducing the complexity
of these digital data, computational methods allow us to both (a) conduct
a reproducible analysis and, at the same time, (b) carry out an interpretative
exercise to understand relational meanings in citizen complaints.
This study is structured in four sections. First, we provide background
information, discussing the recent literature on the potential linkages
between citizen complaints and complainants’ educational level, and introducing the case of Carabineros and the current institutional crisis. Second,
we describe the data extraction procedures and the implementation of the
topic modeling. Third, the latent themes are presented, interpreted and
explained according to our key predictors. For each latent topic, we
provide the narrative of the complaints with the highest probability of
being assigned to each of them. Finally, the ﬁndings are discussed.

Background
Citizen Complaints Research
Citizen complaints have been considered as an indicator of police misconduct (Harris and Worden 2012; Lersch 1998; Terrill and Ingram 2016),
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and some countries have developed formal civilian oversight systems to
address the complaint process (Smith 2013; Walker and Katz 2013). The
institutional response to these complaints is a crucial element of police legitimacy (Terrill and Paoline 2015), and as such, has motivated a bourgeoning
corpus of research about different aspects of citizen complaints.
This body of research tends to be focused on four main aspects of complaints against the police. First, policing researchers have examined the
process and experience of ﬁlling a complaint by citizens (McLean 2019;
Walker 1997; Worden, Bonner, and McLean 2018). Researchers argue
that complaints are motivated by diverse goals, such as seeking punishment,
explanation for the incident, apology, or justice-restoration (Torrible 2018;
Walker 1997). However, most of the complaints are not found to have sufﬁcient evidence to justify sanctions against the police ofﬁcers involved in
the events (Dugan and Breda 1991; Lersch 1998; Terrill and Ingram
2016). This outcome shapes complainants’ subjective experience and satisfaction with the complaint review process (Worden et al. 2018). Second,
there is a large body of existing empirical research on the relationship
between complaints and features of police ofﬁcers, including gender, age,
experience, and education, among others (Hassell and Archbold 2010;
Hickman, Piquero, and Greene 2000; McElvain and Kposowa 2004).
However, a lack of evidence on citizens-correlates of complaints represents
a signiﬁcant gap in this corpus of work, which is discussed in the next
section. Third, researchers and policy-makers have used complaints indicators as measures to evaluate the impact of changes in procedures, practices,
or more comprehensive police policies (Chalﬁn et al. 2021; Hedberg et al.
2017; Porter et al. 2012).
The fourth body of research interrogates the nature of the complaints. The
studies answering this question suggest that most of the complaints are
related to verbal discourtesy and improper use of force (Dugan and Breda
1991; Terrill and Ingram 2016). Although this evidence represents important
progress in terms of understanding what citizens are complaining about,
most of the analyses are based on the nature of allegations as reported by
the police themselves (Dugan and Breda 1991; Harris 2010; McElvain
and Kposowa 2004; Smith 2004). In some of the cases, the complaints
data used by researchers do “not contain deﬁnitions or criteria by which
the types were determined” (Harris 2010:2020). Moreover, most of the
studies only focused on sustained complaints (Dugan and Breda 1991;
Terrill and Ingram 2016), which are a small portion of the total of complaints
ﬁled as mentioned above, and leave aside an important resource of information from the perspective of the complainant. In addition, these studies use
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complaints channeled through the formal complainant’s system in developed countries. The nature of complaints made in alternative avenues or
in countries without formalized complaints systems is underresearched.
One of the limitations of extant research focusing on the nature of complaints is the access that researchers have to the complaints’ content. The
analyses are conducted using administrative data or police reports. To the
best of our knowledge, there are no studies analyzing the content of the complaints from text-based data. In addition, as mentioned, studies mostly focus
on sustained complaints through complaints systems. In this study, we
augment existing knowledge about citizen complaints by examining the
latent themes on an online corpus of complaints, which are substantial
inputs into the understanding of the complainant process.
Regarding other avenues to channel police complaints, researchers have
also examined community meetings as an important facet of community
policing (Roussell and Gascón 2014; Skogan and Hartnett 1997). In contrast
to sustained complaints reported by the police, ethnographic evidence indicates that complaints about police performance are central themes in residents’ narratives during these meetings (Skogan and Hartnett 1997).
Nevertheless, as Herbert (2006) suggests, improving citizens’ oversight
through community actions can be futile because neighborhoods rarely
organize effectively. Other studies point out that power relationships in
these encounters hinder citizens’ chances of success (Roussell and Gascón
2014). As shown by Cheng (2020), most complaints are replied with
literal silence by the police. Thus, our expectations of effective democratic
policing through community meetings should remain modest. In addition,
these meetings in Chile are imbued with an ambivalence between inﬁltration
as part of the police intelligence services and social assistance, which limits
the community-police partnership (Luneke, Dammert, and Zuñiga 2022).
Although ethnographic research has signiﬁcantly augmented knowledge
by providing ﬁrst-hand evidence of the complainant process in community
meetings, digital platforms have been overlooked. As van Dijck et al.
(2018:2) argued, they “have penetrated the heart of societies—affecting
institutions, economic transactions, and social and cultural practices.” The
nature and scope of the information provided by online complaint platforms
in this study are a substantial contribution to understanding underresearched
mechanisms of social accountability.
Despite not explicitly examining implications for police forces, policy
and information system researchers have discussed over the last decade
how information and communication technologies could affect governance and public services (Misuraca, Gianluca Mureddu and Osimo
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2014; Misuraca, Broster, and Centeno 2012). Huijboom et al. (2009)
described the potential political, socio-cultural, organizational, and legal
impacts of open, web-based, and user-friendly applications that enable
users to share data. Some of them can be conveyed to citizen online complaints platforms, which, moreover, contribute to the empowerment of
users (Kozinets, Ferreira, and Chimenti 2021). They disrupt existing
power balances, hold public ofﬁcials to account, facilitate the entry of
new players into the public arena, and processes are much more
bottom-up. Since they facilitate a match of demand and supply, organizations such as police forces can become more efﬁcient using these platforms (Täuscher and Laudien 2018). As Huijboom et al. (2009) pointed
out, through these mechanisms, online platforms offer at least three
future opportunities for public institutions: (1) transparency, (2) citizencentered services, and (3) improvement of efﬁciency. Thus, the analysis
of online complaints has the potential to shed light on alternative mechanisms of citizens’ oversight with distinctive features, yet has not been
examined by policing researchers.

Education and Citizen Complaints
Most citizen complaints studies within the literature focus on ofﬁcer-based
correlates (Terrill and Ingram 2016). However, studies about attitudes
toward the police could provide substantial insights through understanding
the relationship with complainants’ educational level. Stratiﬁcation research
deﬁnes SES as one’s access to ﬁnancial, social, cultural, and human capital
resources (Cowan et al. 2012), and educational level is one of its primary
dimensions (Mueller and Parcel 1981; White 1982). Nonetheless, evidence
about the stratiﬁcation of police complaints is inconclusive.
In Chile, disadvantaged individuals tend to hold more negative attitudes
toward the police (Dammert 2016; Frühling 2007). Using evidence from the
United States, Frank et al. (2016) also show that respondents with lower
levels of education express less favorable attitudes toward the police. The
authors explain that low SES groups require more assistance from the
police as they lack access to private security and present higher levels of
deprivation (Dammert 2016). Indeed, Jackson et al. (2013) argue that
people from SES groups have a more negative discourse about the police
because they live in under-policed areas, experience lower levels of police
effectiveness, higher levels of crime victimization, more corruption, and
more abuse of power or other forms of over-policing. In contrast, other
studies in Germany (Cao 2001) and the United States (Dowler 2002)
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report opposite effects. However, they do not provide theoretical interpretations of that result.
In one of the few studies in the literature of citizens complaints examing
complainants’ educational level, Lersch (1998) found that citizens living in
areas marked by lower educational level are more likely to ﬁle more complaints. Malpractices are more recurrent themes in these complaints than
in complaints of citizens living in more educated areas. However, they do
not directly examine the educational level of the complainant. As Terrill
and Ingram explain, “there is little research relating to citizen-based correlates of complaints (in comparison with ofﬁcer based), with much of this
work being descriptive in nature as opposed to multivariate” (2016:156).
Thus, a central contribution of this study is to analyze the effect of complainants’ educational level on a wide array of inductively generated complaint
topics.
On the other hand, dissatisfaction or a negative public perception cannot
be equated with complaints. In this regard, research on institutional trust
suggests a negative effect of educational level on complaints ﬁling. The
central argument of this literature is that citizens with more education are
more likely (1) to better able to identify practices that undermine the functioning of institutions and (2) to be troubled but those practices.
Hakhverdian and Mayne (2012) term these effects of education as the
accuracy-inducing and norm-inducing functions of education. Kessler
(1999) also pointed out that disadvantaged individuals may not complain
because they assume they will not be taken seriously despite the more negative interactions and attitudes. Hence, the likelihood of complaining may be
higher for more educated individuals.

The Chilean Police Force’s Institutional Crisis
After the end of military dictatorships in Latin America in the 1980s, there
have been numerous police reform efforts throughout the region (Frühling
2009a, 2009b). Governments sought to create civil police that were independent of the armed forces that held power during the military regimes, strengthening the internal accountability mechanisms, improving police management,
and bolstering police-community relations. Although political interests have
inhibited the implementation and sustainability of these reforms (Dammert
2019; Hathazy 2013), the Carabineros were one of the very few cases that successfully shook off their negative image of political involvement in gross
human rights violations during Pinochet’s dictatorship without undertaking
radical reforms (Dammert 2009). Thus, police specialists have agreed on
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the exceptional nature of the Chilean success in the continent (Dammert 2009;
Frühling 2007, 2009a; Prado, Trebilcock, and Hartford 2012).
Despite the increasing crime rates in Chile (Prado et al. 2012), the
Carabineros succeeded in maintaining high levels of legitimacy. Three are
the main explanations the experts have provided for the exceptional
Chilean case. First, high levels of trust in the Carabineros depends on the
perception of lower rates of corruption in comparison to other police
forces in the region (Bonner 2013; Frühling 2007). Indeed, as explained
by Dammert (2009), because of its military-style organization, the
Carabineros considers corruption as an act that violates their cultural
codes. Second, the Carabineros’ role is not limited to crime prevention
and police control, with their duties also including a wide variety of
social services (Dammert 2009), such as interventions in the aftermath of
natural disasters, childhood protection, and community interventions.
Third, complying with the law and the maintenance of public order are
two central values in Chilean political culture, closely related to the legitimization of militarized institutions within a democratic regime (Frühling
2007). As a consequence, in the 2000s, there was no pressing need to introduce major reforms in a police force with such a high level of legitimacy as
the Carabineros (Bonner 2013; Frühling 2007). Indeed, according to policing experts (Bonner 2013), the respect for the Carabineros was grounded
more in their effective communication strategy and people’s fear of crime
than in a comprehensive reform process.
In the last decade, although the Carabineros have undergone no major
reform. However, several partial (but signiﬁcant) reforms have been implemented (Hathazy 2013). For instance, the Carabineros’ chain of command
changed drastically, from depending directly on the Minister of Defense to
receiving orders from the Minister of the Interior and Public Security.
Another important modiﬁcation to the Carabineros is that cases in which a
police ofﬁcer is accused of a crime by a civilian are no longer part of a military court’s jurisdiction, as during the Pinochet dictatorship. Such cases are
now processed as crimes in civilian courts (Bonner 2013; Pereira 2001).
Regardless of the reforms mentioned above, the Carabineros are still a militarized police force with a high level of autonomy from the political authorities, while it remains reluctant to accept any external accountability system
open to public scrutiny (Hathazy 2013; Prado et al. 2012).
Despite the favorable scenario in the ﬁrst decades after the return to
democracy, Figure 1 shows that attitudes toward Carabineros have drastically changed in recent years. Since 2000s, citizens have become increasingly dissatisﬁed with the Carabineros as part of a broader increase in
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discontentment with government institutions. This provides compelling
reasons to examine longitudinal variations on police complaints.
Several reasons could drive this change. First, memories of human
rights violations by the police that faded in the ﬁrst decades of the restoration of democracy started to re-emerge due to the repression of a
massive wave of protests initiated by student movements in 2006 (see
Donoso, 2013, for a review). More recently, several international organizations have reported human rights violations (United Nations 2019) by
the police force in repressing the recent wave of protests that started on
October 18, 2019 (Somma et al. 2020). Second, cases of commissioned
ofﬁcers’ unlawful enrichment have been made public over recent years
(Malone and Dammert 2020). Hence, the improvements made by
partial reforms and the transition toward democratic policing in Chile
are in jeopardy (Malone and Dammert 2020). As Frühling (2009b) suggests, one of the conditions for successful comprehensive police reforms
is a social context conducive to reform, with the current context seeming
to be a catalyst for this process. In the following analyses, we seek to
examine how the latent themes vary across years and how they may
reﬂect the shift in attitudes toward the Carabineros shown in public
opinion polls.
In sum, the aim of our analysis is threefold: identiﬁcation of (a) topics
across the whole corpus of complaints, (b) variations across time, and (c)
by complainants’ educational level.

Data and Method
Data
We extracted complaints against the police posted between 2013 and 2020
on the platform (http://www.reclamos.cl) using the package rvest (Wickham
2021) in R.1 Reclamos.cl is an online forum where users can publicly complain against any public or private institution in Chile. It is worth noting that
any citizen can upload a post2 and the forum offers consulting in quality services to organizations3.
To extract the data for our analyses, we carried out the following procedures. First, all the hyperlinks associated with every single police complaint
were gathered. This was facilitated by the design of the website, where complainants are classiﬁed by the institution targeted in the complaint. Second,
the content of the complaints was extracted using these hyperlinks. A short
complaint is shown in Figure 2 for illustration purposes. The extraction
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Figure 1. Percentage of Chileans over the age of 18 who declared some, or a lot
of, trust in different institutions. Source: Own preparation based on CEP surveys.

included title (A), date (B), complainant’s province of origin (C), and main
text (D). We collected a corpus of 1623 complaints (hereafter, the documents). On average, the complaints are 187 words long4. The distribution
of the number of documents per year is shown in Table 1. Despite the scandals of police violence in 2019, the complaints in 2018 were slightly higher
than in 2019. One possible explanation is that the social malaise irrupted in
the public sphere in 2019 and other means were used to channel complaints
from the public.
To have a clear idea of the users, the forum’s administration provided us
with a general overview of the platform users’ demographics based on
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Figure 2. Example of a complaint. Note: We have removed personal information
in the main text, number of complaints, and reported a ﬁctitious date for anonymity
purpose. A = title, B = Date, C = Geographical location, D = Main text.
Table 1. Distribution of Documents.
Year

N

%

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Total

179
171
155
152
188
323
301
154
1623

11.0
10.5
9.6
9.4
11.6
19.9
18.5
9.5
100

Google Analytics statistics between 9 September, 2019 and 9 September,
2020. Although it does not exactly match the period under study, it provides
insightful information to understand who the users of the platform are. Most
of them were females (58%) and young adults (34% between 25 to 34 years
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old). As expected, the young population is overrepresented in the sample
due to the self-selection into digital media. Regarding geographic location,
74% of the users resided in the Metropolitan Region, where 40% of the
Chilean population lives.

Topic Modeling Preprocessing
Computational natural language processing methods are tools to reduce
complexity and identify the principal latent themes among complaints
against the Carabineros. In particular, we used Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA), a technique of unsupervised classiﬁcation of text (Blei, Ng, and
Michael I. Jordan 2003; Grimmer and Stewart 2013). In LDA, the words
in the texts are classiﬁed into different latent topics based on the
co-occurrence with other words within a document. As mentioned, we considered a single complaint extracted from the platform as a document. The
model assumes that co-occurring words across documents reﬂect latent
topics and meanings embedded in them (Turney and Pantel 2010).
Therefore, a topic is a mixture of words, where each word has a probability
of belonging to a topic. As a mixed membership model, terms could belong
to a different topic or latent theme with a certain probability in each of
them5. At the same time, documents can be associated with topics with a different prevalence based on the co-occurring words contained in their text.
We utilized an unsupervised approach because supervised techniques
require prior theoretical categories that have not been developed for this
type of digital data and context of study. In our approach, the topics are algorithmically identiﬁed based on word co-occurrence instead of previously
deﬁned categories in an initial training set that enables further automated
classiﬁcation of the remaining complaints. Since there are no trained datasets or pre-deﬁned categories for the particular context of the study, , we
opted for a totally inductive approach to identify data-driven categories.
In addition, this approach has a higher level of scalability because the inductive analysis can identify emergent topics when new resources of information are incorporated (You et al. 2012), i.e., complaints after 2020 or from
different countries. As Grimmer and Stewart (2013) note, supervised and
unsupervised approaches are not competitors and can complement each
other since they can serve different purposes. Future studies can use our
data-driven categorization to produce training sets to analyze similar
documents.
The scalability of this exercise also provides opportunities for learning
that are not offered by administrative data that classiﬁes complaints
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according to their type of circumstances6. For instance, the Citizens Police
Data Project (Institute 2022) makes misconduct data in Chicago publicly
available and categorized. This a major leap forward in terms of social
accountability. Nevertheless, it relies on pre-stablished categories that
cannot be modiﬁed without losses in comparability. For instance, if a new
category of complaints emerges. In the case of the unsupervised approach
to text analysis, the categories can be updated with new information
without relegating those cases to a residual category of unknown cases.
Thus, unsupervised approaches can be a valuable complement to administrative data due to its ﬂexibility.
In topic modeling, each of the latent topics may be considered a “semantic context that primes particular association or interpretation of a phenomenon in a reader” (DiMaggio et al. 2013:578). After removing7 explicit
mentions of the Carabineros, the terms ‘tickets’, ‘day’, ‘precinct’, and
‘house’ are among the most common in the corpus (see Figure 3). These procedures could provide insights about the content of the complaints.
Nevertheless, instead of counting words, LDA analyzes how these terms
relate to each other around latent themes. It follows the cornerstone principle
of relationality in modern cultural sociology (Basov, Breiger, and Hellsten
2020; Edelmann and Mohr 2018; Pachucki and Breiger 2010), where
meaning cannot be understood by analyzing isolated cultural elements,
but rather it emerges from the relationship of these elements. Therefore,
the co-occurrence of words enables us to capture their relational meaning
and goes beyond the sole count of complaints or words.

Figure 3. Most common words in the corpus after initial data cleaning.
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Data cleaning is the ﬁrst step prior to the analysis. Several procedures
were implemented before running the main analysis using the stm
package (Roberts, Stewart, and Tingley 2019): (1) all the words were converted to lower case, and (2) punctuation marks, (3) stopwords,8 and (4)
numbers were removed. After examining the most common terms in each
topic, we (5) removed additional custom words that were not accurately
identiﬁed by the stopword algorithm due to spelling errors or incompleteness of the predeﬁned dictionary.9 Thus, the analyses included 1346
unique words. Only words with a frequency higher than 15 times and
lower than 400 words were considered. Since the literature does not
provide a rule of thumbs for deﬁning a threshold, we tested different thresholds and they showed similar topic solutions.

3.3. Covariates
One of the advantages of topic modeling is that we can estimate the models,
controlling for different covariates and estimating their correlations with the
topics. Certain variables could explain topical content or its prevalence.
Thus, the identiﬁed models will be inferred considering the distribution of
the control variables. Although the website does not provide detailed information about the complainant, which is another common limitation in
studies using online data (Salganik 2017), four important covariates are
incorporated into our models.
First, we included the year when the complaint was submitted to the platform as a factor variable. Thus, we can account for potential non-linear variations of the complaint content across years and over-representation of
those years with a higher number of complaints. At the same time, we evaluate those variations to understand how topics across time could reﬂect the
change in attitudes toward the Carabineros.
Second, attitudes toward institutions and the police are socially stratiﬁed.
The forum does not provide direct information about the SES of the complainants. To solve this limitation, we built a proxy of educational level
based on the omission of accent marks as the most common spelling
mistake that can be attributed to an individual’s socioeconomic background
in Chilean samples (Bedwell et al. 2014). In addition, studies on computer
mediated communication indicate that people with lower educational levels
have lower quality of writing than more educated individuals, as shown by
inappropriate spelling (Rosen et al. 2010). To elaborate the proxy, we
counted the number of words with accents in each complaint (á, é, í, ó,
ú), divided by length of the complaint (i.e., the total number of words of
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the complaint). Thus, individuals with a lower score used less accents than
complainants with a higher score, considering the total number of words
used. This variable is further recodiﬁed into four quartiles, where Q1 represents the lowest educational level and Q4 the highest educational level10.
Third, in line with the argument regarding crime frequency variation
throughout the year (including summer peaks), which can affect complaints
against the police (Linning 2015), the month of the complaint accounts for
the potential seasonality of complaints. Government statistics show that high
social connotation crimes increase during summer months (Centro de
Estudios y Análisis del Delito 2021).
Finally, all the estimations include ﬁxed effects by province of origin of
the complainant. Thus, we control the model for all the subnational-level
heterogeneity.11

Results
Topic Selection
Topic modeling is used to identify themes across the corpus and assist in
interpretation. Although there are no statistical tests for the optimal
number of topics and researchers’ qualitative judgment is the best criterion
(DiMaggio et al. 2013), different indices have been developed to assist in
this task. These metrics provide relative information to identify useful
topics. Figure 4 displays four indices provided by the stm package
(Roberts et al. 2019). The (1) held-out likelihood is a veriﬁcation process
where an uncoded test set of documents is used to test the accuracy of a
training set coded by the algorithm. The index indicates the log probability
of the topics in the training set correctly identifying topics in the testing set.
Higher values indicate that solutions improve greatly up to eight topics.
Solutions with more than eight topics only provide little marginal improvement. The same conclusion can be drawn from the (2) analysis of residuals
of the comparison between both sets, where a lower value of the index suggests a better ﬁt. Residuals sharply decrease until eight topics, where they
start to fall at a smaller rate. We will seek to avoid choosing solutions
with a smaller number of topics because they are over-dispersed, as indicated by their higher value. Regarding the (3) semantic coherence, there is
a trade-off between semantic coherence and exclusivity of words to
topics. This index is maximized when a few topics are identiﬁed by very
common words. However, with only a few topics we cannot differentiate
their content or exclusive words.
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Figure 4. Indices for selection of numbers of topics.

Moreover, the (4) lower bound refers to the lower bound of the marginal
log-likelihood, which might be maximized. Thus, the higher the value, the
better is the adjustment between the observed data and the solution.
Overall, we chose an eight-topic solution because it performs relatively
well across these metrics and provides a parsimonious and useful organization of the data for our interpretative exercise.
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An alternative strategy to validate our results is to compare them against
different potential solutions. For instance, residuals may indicate that 25
topics could also be an accurate number of topics. To compare them, we estimate a multilevel structure of topics using this alternative solution, which is
detailed in Table S1 of the supplementary material. We used the package
stmCorrViz (Coppola et al. 2016) to identify the hierarchical topics. It suggests that a higher number of topics are nested in higher-level topics that
resemble the 8-topic solution used in our main analysis. In addition, given
our sample size, using 8 topics instead of a higher dimensional solution
enables us to identify signiﬁcant differences across groups of documents.
Although it is not the aim of this study, further research can examine the
multilevel structure of the data in detail (Coppola et al. 2016).
Table 2 displays the 8-topic solution and lists the 15 most probable terms
for each topic. Table S2 in the supplementary material reports the 15 words
that are both frequent and exclusive to each topic12. Since each document
has a probability of being assigned to each topic, Figure 5 shows the
average probability for each topic across documents.13 This is an indicator
of how prevalent each topic is. We selected one-word labels based on
terms that better represent the interpretation of topics described in the following section. Topic 4 has the highest prevalence across documents
(0.153), followed by Topics 7 (0.145) and 2 (0.144). Prevalence captures
the modal estimate of the proportion of word tokens in a document assigned
to the topic under the model (see Roberts, Stewart, and Tingley 2019).

Interpretation of Topics
Generalized institutional crisis: a master frame. The theme represented by
Topic 8 takes a more generalized and abstract perspective on police misbehavior than the remaining seven latent themes. This topic can be deﬁned as
what cultural sociologists call a “master frame” (Snow and Benford 1992),
which refers to a set of discourse cues wider in scope and inﬂuence than
run-of-the-mill frames describing particular events, actors, institutions, practices, or situations. In line with this, it may be argued that complainants view
police behaviors through the master frame of a national-level crisis. Even
though complaints are related to speciﬁc incidents involving the police, citizens tended to evoke a more generalized institutional crisis. Consequently,
as shown in Table 2, this frame brings together terms such as ‘Chile’,
‘justice’, ‘form’, ‘people’, and ‘institution.’ In doing this, people might reinterpret the events that led them to post their complaint. For instance, in a representative complaint, a woman makes a link between the complaint’s
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Figure 5. Average prevalence of each topic. Note: Topics are estimated using
spectral initialization and 100 iterations. Models include year, month, socioeconomic
status, and province ﬁxed-effects.

events and human rights violations, and attributes wider inequalities to the
institution:
“For women like my mom and I, our rights are infringed, our human rights are
violated. They [Carabineros] play with people and their dignity as human
beings. They have to replace people like them [Carabineros] and bring in different police ofﬁcers. It’s not fair, because they chose the path of serving Chile
and the citizens. These Carabineros are responsible for this inequality, and for
that, they need criminals and corrupt individuals.”

The same quote shows that complainants even go one step further and
provide possible actions and opportunities for change (i.e., “bring in different police ofﬁcers”). Hence, our analysis strengthens the contribution of
adopting a bottom-up approach to generate initiatives to improve the
police and community relationships. One of the citizens in another representative complaint suggests in a complaint that is representative of the topic:
“What’s happening to Chilean Carabineros, what makes them so ineffective
and unassertive? Lately, this institution has made many mistakes, and it
wasn’t like that before. They [Carabineros] should invest in training,
instead of using institutional resources on lawsuits.”
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ofﬁcer
personnel
day
form
present
ofﬁcers
sergeant
police (adjective)
situation
precinct
procedure
service
commissioned ofﬁcer
chief
corporal

1
Employer

Note: *words with spelling mistakes.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Topic
Label
# Words

vehicle
Car
Says
Offense
documents
License
Speed
Day
Going
moment
stop [sign]
Driver
Court
License
Then

2
Trafﬁc

Table 2. Most Probable Words per Topic.

day*
precinct*
vehicle*
had*
said
corporal
power
then*
son
daughter
after*
moment*
had*
[I] said
[he/she] says

3
Control
house
neighbors
week
night
noises
does
district
tomorrow
alley
neighbor
call
[I] live
day
disturbing
[they] do

4
Noise
house
complaint
then
residency
daughter
son
partner
father
place
mother
while
name
[they] said
door
day

5
Household
street
place
bad
law
in front
cars
to park
vehicles
parked
people
big
exit
[it] seems
to be
pass

6
Parking
work
years
thanks
answer
money
year
course
does
santiago
company
[I] can
[I] need
good
hello
to have

7
Certiﬁcate

chile
institution
persons
to be
person
today
good
respect
type
worst
people
form
day
justice
precinct

8
Generalized
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Procedural misbehavior. Topics 1, 2, and 3 address different police procedural misbehaviors or over-policing. Thus, the complaints are powered by
a perception of being treated unjustly. As shown in Table 2, Topic 1
brings together terms referring to the institution’s employees and their
duties. Ofﬁcer itself appears as the most probable word in this topic, followed by other organizational terms such as personnel, sergeant, chief,
and commissioned ofﬁcers. At the same time, it includes terms describing
actions and events related to police ofﬁcers’ tasks such as service, procedure,
and situation. Altogether, these words suggest intra-organizational conﬂicts.
We closely examined these complaints and conﬁrmed that they represent
conﬂicts with the police as an employer. Most of them are related to ofﬁcers
who were decommissioned due to allegedly arbitrary or unfair decisions
carried out by higher-ranking ofﬁcers. The latter indicates that the complaints are not only about issues between citizens and police ofﬁcers, but
also reﬂect intra-institutional conﬂicts. For instance, one of the complaints
with the highest prevalence of Topic 1:
“My complaint is against Captain Juan González14 of sub-precinct Number X,
where I worked until August 1, 2013. In his ofﬁce, he threatened to decommission me because I answered back when he mistreated me in front of citizens during the guard service of that sub-precinct. Since that time, he has been
looking for a way to harm me and punish me unfairly, making bad-faith comments to the commissioned ofﬁcers of the prefecture of sub-precinct Number
X, and achieving his goal on August 01, 2013.”

As in this passage, in the complaints with the highest proportion of words
in Topic 1, ex-police ofﬁcers were decommissioned after decisions that were
criticized in their complaints. Overall, we conﬁrm that this latent topic
focused on conﬂicts with the police as an employer by reading the ten
most representative complaints. Unfair processes and arbitrary decisions
dominated the narratives in these complaints.
Topic 2 includes terms related to trafﬁc. ‘Vehicle’ and ‘car’ are the terms
with the highest probability of belonging to this category, followed by
‘[trafﬁc] offense’, ‘documents’, and ‘driving license.’ It is worth noting
that the term ‘ticket’ was removed from the corpus of analyses because it
was one of the most frequent terms across complaints. The reading of the
most representative complaints suggests that citizens are reporting their disagreement with trafﬁc sanctions. In these complaints, citizens provide a
detailed description of the events, arguing that police procedures are unlawful and arbitrary.
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The following excerpt illustrates one of these complaints:
“I was traveling from Santiago to Cauquenes. In the crossing to take the
Conquistadores route, there is a turning lane. I stopped the car and waited
for a truck to pass and two minor vehicles before entering the route. Some
150 meters after that, the Carabineros stopped me. I thought it was a
routine control, but no. They gave me a ticket because I didn’t stop at the
STOP sign at the turning track. Is this the height of abuse, or was I part of
a ticket quota? Unfortunately, they are the law, and nothing can be done.”

Topic 3 reﬂects those complaints involving unfair treatment during police
controls. These complaints often involved alleged abuse against complainants and their children, as suggested by the high frequency of the terms
daughter or son. As shown by the most representative complaints, procedural misbehavior includes police violence, arbitrary detentions, and minimizing attitudes. Indeed, as shown in Table 2, power is among the most
probable terms within the topic, which is another indicator of police misconduct. It is worth noting that most of the events described occur during identity checks. A crucial factor that might explain the latter is that the
Carabineros have the power to carry out identity checks on any person
over the age of 18 in public places or places of public access. For this
topic, a signiﬁcant number of the complaints refer to abuses of power and
citizen maltreatment during identity checks. As one of the complaints
described:
“I’m 21 and a student of medical technology. Yesterday at 18:00, I was in
Coronel waiting for a bus in Lautaro Street when I saw three ‘ﬂaites15’ (a
young woman and two guys) staring at me. I thought I was going to be
mugged. After ﬁve minutes, they approached me, and one of them shouted:
‘Hey dude, come here.’ My natural reaction was to run away, but after ﬁve
minutes, they caught me and handcuffed me. At that moment, I realized
three plain-clothes police ofﬁcers were stopping me. At no point did they
show proof of their identity or explain why I was being arrested. I had no
idea what was going on. They put me in a police car. When we got to the precinct, I gave them my identity card, and they realized I had no criminal record
and they let me go […] I’m making this complaint through this channel so
they won’t be the ones that carry out the investigation on their own behavior.”

The same complainant explained they decided to complain through the
platform because the police ofﬁcers recorded the actions that motivated
the complaint as an attempt to avoid the identity check.
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Police effectiveness. Topics 4 and 6 refer to police effectiveness in crime
control and public order. The importance of these topics in citizen complaints is shown by the number of complaints in Topic 4 regarding unreasonable noise, the most prevalent topic in the corpus. In Chile, any citizen can
report unreasonable noise to the police. As illustrated by the most common
words related to these topics in Table 2, noise problems are associated with
neighbors and the night. The terms are highly prevalent, and the most representative complaints associated with the topic indicate its relationship to
under-policing on police-community relations: when complainants reported
the existence of nuisance noise to the police, ofﬁcers did not attend the
scene. The complaint may be fueled by feeling neglected by Carabineros.
For instance, the following complaint illustrates this situation: “Good
evening, I’ve called [the Carabineros] lots of times for them to put a stop
to noise from partying every Saturday. It starts at midnight on Sunday
and ends at 7 or 8 in the morning and not a single carabinero shows up.”
Topic 6 includes terms regarding parking, such as street, place, wrong,
law, and vehicle. This topic suggests that citizens use this channel to
report trafﬁc regulation violations, mainly related to parking in unauthorized
areas. In some cases, complainants refer to under-policing, but they only
report third parties’ actions in others. The multilevel structure reported in
Table S1 of the supplementary material suggests that this topic shares important commonalities with Topic 2, and they can be potentially aggregated in a
more abstract topic referring to “license,” “street,” “infraction,” “car,” and
“place.” Nevertheless, we keep them separated because there are also important differences between them. Topic 2 includes complaints by drivers who
claim unfairness of tickets received due to trafﬁc violations. In contrast,
Topic 6 refers to citizens who witness violations incurred by other fellow
citizens, mainly related to parking in non-designated areas.

Household and family. Complaints in Topic 5 combine both police misconduct and ineffectiveness. The events described in the documents with the
highest prevalence of this topic take place at the complainant’s house and
involve household members. The most probable words suggest an interpretation in the same direction—house, residency, daughter, son, partner,
among others. In contrast to Topic 3 about police controls, the victim in
the complaint includes the complainants themselves and other household
members. At the same time, Topic 3 describes stop-and-frisk events and
Topic 5 describes situations where the police go to complainants’ house.
For instance, one of the representative complainants describes how police
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ofﬁcers went to their homes due to a report about the incineration of refuse.
Regarding the police procedure, the complaint indicates:
“They insisted on opening [the door]. My daughter asked for a warrant, but
their insistence and the threat continued. So, my daughter opened the door
under pressure, risking being deceived by false police ofﬁcers, as has happened before. The least the Carabineros could do is respect legal procedures.”

Other complaints included in the same topic only refer to a rather slow,
ineffective or inexistent response of Carabineros to alleged or reported
crimes: “Today, my house was burgled, I called them [Carabineros] three
times to come so I could report the crime, but nobody showed up.” Thus,
this topic combines both under- and over-policing. In addition, the multilevel structure in Table S1 of the supplementary material suggest commonalities with Topic 3.
It is important to note that there is no mention of physical violence from
police ofﬁcers across all topics. There are no words in Table 2 suggesting
that this type of interaction originates complaints. When intentionally
exploring the 50 most common and distinctive terms for each topic, there
are no topics containing terms related to physical violence (“ﬁght,” “violence,” “hit,” “beat”). In contrast, complaints including conjugations of
the verb “to say” are among the 100 most common terms in Topics 2, 3,
5, and 8, suggesting that complaints describe verbal interaction between
police and citizens. However, the most representative complaints of these
topics indicate that they refer to unfair procedures. Indeed, the term “procedure” is also among the most common and distinctive terms in the same
topics. It is important to mention that it does not mean there is not physical
abuse in police-community relationships. We can only indicate that they do
not emerge in this particular corpus of online complaints. It is also possible
that citizens channel those complaints by other avenues.

Covariates Analyses
One of the advantages of topic modeling is identifying the topics’ prevalence for each document (Roberts et al. 2014). Thus, we can examine the
variation on topics’ prevalence as a function of a variables vector of documents information. This section presents the main results regarding variations by year and complainants’ educational level.
Latent topics may also vary across time. The prevalence of each topic by
year was examined, net of the month, educational level, and province ﬁxed
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effects. Statistically signiﬁcant variations across models are reported (see
Table S3 in the supplementary material for details). The prevalence of the
topic related to procedural misbehavior during identity checks or detentions
(T3: Control) decreases after 2013, with the most important reductions
in 2018 (B = −0.067, p < .001), 2019 (B = −0.078, p < .001), and 2020
(B = −0.088, p < .001). The latent topic of procedural misconduct during
police controls (Topic 3) slightly decreased in the last years. Topic 4 regarding the effectiveness of complaints on unreasonable noise (T4: Noise)
increases in 2018 (B = 0.128, p < .001) and 2019 (B = 0.130, p < .001),
relative to 2013. Nevertheless, the most dramatic change is found in
the generalized crisis frame (T8: Generalized). After a reduction in 2019
(B = −0.040, p < .01), the association between complaints and an institutional crisis spiked in 2020 (B = 0.078, p < .001). This suggests that the succession of events over 2020 described in the previous sections could have
led to a rise in public perception of police misconduct as systematic,
given the generalized nature of this topic. The prevalence of each topic by
year based on the models in Table S3 are visualized in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows variations across our proxy of educational level. The
prevalence of Topic 1 related to conﬂicts with Carabineros as an employer
is non-different from zero for quartile 1. This ﬁnding provides an important
clue to the validity of our proxy of educational level and topic estimations. It
is not surprising that conﬂicts involving former police ofﬁcers are concentrated in individuals of middle and high educational level (Q2: B = 0.087,
p < .001; Q3: B = 0.083, p < .001; Q4: B = 0.040, p < .001). Commissioned
and non-commissioned ofﬁcers receive training in police academies,

Figure 6. Prevalence associated with each topic by year. Note: Intervals of
conﬁdence at 95 percent.
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which increases their educational level. At the same time, retired ofﬁcers
received a retirement pension above the country’s average due to the
special pension scheme for the police and armed forces. 16 Thus, this
topic is unlikely to be found among low-status individuals.
More strikingly, Topic 3 about police controls is highly prevalent in the
disadvantaged sector. In comparison to quartile 1, the prevalence of the topic
is lower for quartile 2 (B = −0.173, p < .001), quartile 3 (B = −0.195, p <
.001), and quartile 4 (B = −0.117, p < .001). The prevalence is not statistically different from zero for quantiles 2 and 3, and it is more than twice
for quantile 1 than for the highest quantile. Moreover, as shown in
Table 2, there are words with spelling mistakes among the most common
terms in this topic, which does not occur for other topics and suggests
this theme’s stratiﬁcation. Thus, procedural misbehavior content related to
police detentions is not equally distributed. This pattern could have different
explanations. On the one hand, detentions in the disadvantaged group could
be more likely than in more advantaged groups. On the other hand, people
from lower socioeconomic groups might either be more prone to being
victims of police abuse or report it. Either way, these results highlight the
importance of considering this aspect as a source of conﬂict between the
police and communities.
Finally, Topic 8, related to the master frame of a institutional crisis, is
more prevalent for middle socioeconomic sectors (Q2: B = 0.123, p <
.001; Q3: B = 0.096, p < .001). This suggests that middle socioeconomic
sectors are more likely to place police performance and behavior
within this frame. The prevalence is also higher for high-status individual
(B = 0.047, p < .001) but less prominent than for middle sectors.

Figure 7. Prevalence associated with each topic by complainants’ educational level.
Note: Intervals of conﬁdence at 95 percent.
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Conclusion
In light of the crises of accountability of many police forces worldwide, the
analysis of citizen complaints provides key information to repair weakened
relationships between police ofﬁcers and communities. Nevertheless, policing researchers have not made important progress on understanding the
complexities underlying citizens attitudes toward the police (Boehme
et al. 2022) and, in the case of police complaints, extant research has
focused on the explanation of complaints by police-based characteristics
(Terrill and Ingram 2016). This gap is even more striking in a context
where the law enforcement is closed to public scrutiny and researchers
have no access to the content of complaints, such as in Chile (Dammert
2019; Frühling 2009a). Thus, this study took a “bottom-up” approach to
identify latent themes in a corpus of complaints against the police in this
developing country, its temporal variation, and its relationship to complainants’ educational level.
Originally associated with English-speaking countries (Smith 2013;
Walker and Katz 2013), citizen oversight of the police has emerged as a substantial principle of democratic policing, which has led to the establishment
of formal, independent, and external complaints systems. Community meetings are also an important component of community policing, and an
another important avenue for citizen complaints but with signiﬁcant limitations (Cheng 2020; Roussell and Gascón 2014). Our analysis shows an alternative path towards strengthening means of social accountability. One of the
potential implications of the empirical strategy used in this article is to show
how it can be utilized for identifying and analyzing latent themes of complaints and the potential contribution of online platforms to democratic
policing. The nature and scope of online data allowed us to examine an alternative avenue of citizens’ complaints that are not often available for
researchers’ scrutiny.
Citizen complaints are considered a proxy of police misbehavior in police
governance and policing studies. This study has contributed to these efforts
by analyzing a corpus of complaints from a digital platform using natural
language processing computational techniques. We have identiﬁed eight
themes across the corpus of complaints that shed light on different police
performance aspects. Therefore, we supplement recent calls (McLean
2019; Terrill and Ingram 2016; Torrible 2018) to examine the heterogeneity
of complaints against the police forces and the “negative perceptions of
police” (Boehme et al. 2022) more broadly. The natural processing language
analysis indicates that topics are related to misconduct and performance, the
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combination of both, and the perception of a generalized crisis in the institution. In the case of misconduct, most of the topics except for Carabineros
as an employer can be linked with what Boehme et al. (2022) termed as
over-policing—namely, unjustly targeted, unfairly treated, or harassed.
However, the latent themes suggest that online complaints focus mainly
on verbal discourtesy and arbitrary procedures, and not on physical abuse
which is common among sustained complaints reported by the police
(Dugan and Breda 1991; Terrill and Ingram 2016). At the same time,
since topics regarding performance highlight the law enforcement inaction,
this effectiveness is directly related to under-policing. Thus, the online
corpus of complaints combine the misconduct allegations predominant in
formal complaints systems and the performance allegations recurrent in
community meetings (Skogan and Hartnett 1997).
The prominence of the response to noise nuisance as a latent topic in the
corpus of complaints signals an actionable under-policing aspect. A more
effective response to citizens’ reports will lead to improvements in public
attitudes toward the Carabineros. However, the remaining topics are more
related to how the police treat citizens. In addition, the topic about the
unfair treatment of employees highlights the need to increase the accountability and transparency of internal procedures (Hathazy 2013).
The relationship between Chileans and their police force has deteriorated over recent years. However, there are topics with a signiﬁcant
prevalence prior to the institutional crisis of 2019. Moreover, the salience of the generalized crisis master frame indicates a change in the
public perception of the police after the massive wave of protests that
began on 18 October, 2019. Although there were underlying conﬂicts,
as shown by the prevalence of topics before 2019, the emergence of
the institutional crisis topic suggests a likely change in how the police
force is framed after the events of October 2019. With nuances, civil
society members and actors from across the political spectrum have
agreed on the need for institutional changes. Some sectors have even
called for a re-building of the Carabineros (Diario UChile 2021), and
an assembly is currently elaborating a new political constitution that
will have implications for law enforcement. Thus, this study provides
timely insights, and showcases possible alternatives to institutional
mechanisms of currently inexistent independent complaint systems
and how to leverage that information.
Another ﬁnding from this study that is relevant to recovering policecommunity relationships is the unequal distribution of complaints about
misconduct in police detention. Other studies about over-policing have
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suggested that minority and disadvantaged groups are disproportionally
targets of stop-and-frisk and zero-tolerance policing (Boehme et al. 2022;
Harris 1993; Meares 2014). Additionally, this study accesses to information
that sheds light on internal organizational conﬂicts. The Carabineros are no
part of the jurisdiction of labor courts or government agencies that oversee
and provide solutions to conﬂicts between employers and employees. This is
another direction in which police accountability could move forward.
This study makes important contributions to the literature on public attitudes towards the police by examining the relationship between education
and complaints’ latent themes. The difference in the prevalence of the institutional crisis frame by complainants’ educational level is a substantial heterogeneity. Middle socio-economic sectors are more likely to use discursive
cues that link their complaints to a more general crisis in the Carabineros.
This group has a higher educational level than the lower quantile, which
may provide them with information and cognitive skills to make an exercise
of abstraction. This effect is consistent with the accuracy-inducing hypothesis suggested by the institutional trust literature (Hakhverdian and Mayne
2012). In addition, recent studies have shown that the events of the
Chilean Spring of October 2019 caused a stronger decline in national
pride in this group than among other socio-economic sectors (Olivos,
Ayala, and Leyton 2020). These events might have signaled certain structural problems that shift the support for the status quo and conservativism
(Barozet and Espinoza 2016; Barozet and Fierro 2011), including the
general positive attitudes toward the police that characterize this group
(Dammert 2013). In contrast, the procedural misbehavior associated with
controls is more prevalent among lower-educated complainants. This
ﬁnding is consistent with early results suggesting that individuals living in
lower educated areas are more likely to ﬁll complaints related to harassment
and procedural malpractices (Lersch 1998). We have shown a similar pattern
using individual-level data. Therefore, the relationship between complaints
and educational level depends on the complaints’ content.
Our research design makes it possible to contribute a unique perspective
to the existing body of literature in policing research. However, there were
inevitably certain limitations to the study, and based on these, we suggest
potential directions for further research on this topic. First, the digital data
used in these analyses are not representative. In other words, we cannot generalize our themes to the entire Chilean population. Thus, our set of eight
narratives could be even larger if we consider citizens who are unwilling
to make public statements or who do not have access to these platforms.
Although Chile is among the three most connected countries in Latin
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America, the digital divide is still a barrier for certain groups (Correa, Pavez,
and Contreras 2020). Despite this limitation, we believe that results are valid
for three main reasons. First, these complaints exist, and they should be
regarded as such. Therefore, even if the platform users represent a particular
subsample of the population, their complaints must be analyzed and
researched. Second, nonrepresentative data can be powerful for questions
about within sample comparison (Salganik 2017), such as disparities
between individuals with different educational levels. Third, an analysis
of the complaints enables us to generate a valid typology of police complaints on digital platforms. This is useful, as little is known about the
content of citizen complaints.
The second limitation is that the demographic information about the complainants is limited. This a common characteristic of digital data (Bail 2021).
The data extracted enables us to analyze time and educational level, but not
other features of individuals, such as gender or age. In addition, other dimensions of SES, such as income and occupation, are also highly relevant as
stratifying factors but no information is available. These characteristics
and their intersections could provide additional sources of heterogeneity
that further studies might assess. In addition, we cannot establish causal relationships between topics and covariates.
Third, our unsupervised approach has disadvantages to the categorization of
complaints. Roberts et al. (2014) explain that categories with a low prevalence
that can be predeﬁned are unlikely to emerge using topic modeling. For instance,
a speciﬁc category of bribes could be relevant, but since very few complainants
could have mentioned, topic modeling does not identify a related topic.
Finally, eight relevant themes were identiﬁed based on this corpus. They
provide highly valuable information for transitioning to democratic policing.
Nevertheless, by drawing attention to some aspects of policing, we shift
attention away from others (Bonner 2013). Hence, alternative examinations
of police performance and misconduct are still needed —mainly for marginalized groups. We should not lose sight of other policing dimensions absent
in this corpus.
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Notes
1. Although the forum has existed since 2009, visits to the website and the number
of complaints started to show a consistent increase in 2013. We restrict the analysis to the complaints from 2013 to prevent biases due to any potential website
or user drift.
2. According to the regulations of the forum, the complainants have the freedom to
use or not personal identiﬁers in the main text of the complaint. For the purpose
of anonymity, all the potential identiﬁers in the excerpts have been removed or
replaced by ﬁctitious information.
3. During the review process of this study, the forum has incorporated a channel for
controversy resolution in partnership with a private company. Thus, complainants and organizations can reach an agreement to resolve the case and remove
the complaint from the website. Nevertheless, this option was not available
when complaints were extracted for this study.
4. Previous studies have used topic modeling to analyze documents of similar
length, such as tweets (Lee and Jang 2021), open-ended survey responses
(Roberts et al. 2014), or scientiﬁc abstracts (Sperandeo et al. 2020).
5. The ability to capture this polysemy given by different uses of a term is one of
the strengths of topic modeling (DiMaggio et al. 2013). Thus, it is common that
certain topics share terms, but other co-occurring words facilitate different relational interpretations.
6. Important comment made by one of the reviewers during the publication
process.
7. All the analyses were conducted using the stm package and its extensions in R
with Spanish speciﬁcations (Roberts et al. 2019).
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8. In natural language processing, stopwords are words ﬁltered out in the preprocessing stage of analysis. They include articles, prepositions, and adverbs that
are assumed not to provide additional meaning to the text. This procedure is beneﬁcial because it reduces the size of the data for computational load, improves
accuracy, and interpretability (Schoﬁeld et al. 2017).
9. These terms include ‘still’, ’but’, ‘only’, ‘report, ‘so’, ‘ahi’, ‘there’, ‘according
to’, ‘times’, ‘here’, ‘behind’, ‘time’, ‘two’, ‘then’, ‘while’, ‘previous’, ‘none’,
‘also’, ‘besides’, ‘after’, and ‘opposite.’
10. A similar exercise could apply to other diacritic languages that use accent marks
(e.g., French, Portuguese, German, Italian). Although there are words of French
origin with accent marks in English, they are not common. However, other sublexical properties of words can be used for languages that do not rely on accent
marks, such as word length.
11. By incorporating province dummies into the topic models, results are robust
against, for instance, crime rates and police resources associated with this subnational area and other unobserved province characteristics.
12. While the ﬁrst metric is the simple matrix of the words within each topic with the
highest probability, the exclusiveness of words is calculated by taking the harmonic mean of rank by frequency within the topic and rank by distribution of
topic given word p(z|w=v). Both are valid word weightings to make sense of
the latent topics based on words describing each topic.
13. Topic 7 is not relevant for our purposes and indicates that citizens use this communication channel to request speciﬁc information from the police; copies of
security training certiﬁcations, for example.
14. The ofﬁcer’s name is ﬁctitious, and identiﬁcation of the sub-precinct has been
removed for the sake of anonymity.
15. Chilean Spanish slang referring to urban youth from low socioeconomic status,
usually associated with rude behavior and delinquency.
16. The average retirement pension for Carabineros is ﬁve times the average retirement pension of citizens in the Pension Administrators Fund (AFP in Spanish)
system (Gálvez and Kremerman 2019).
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